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ABSTRACT
This study was undertaken 10 examine communication strategy use by second language
learners in grades seven, nine, and eleven of a core French Program. The investigation
attempted to ascertain which strategies were employed most frequently by students at each
of the three levels, and determine whelher or not sl1'ategy use was related to the learners'
Hagulsuc competence in French.
To achieve this goal, a total of eighteen of the most successful core French students,
from grades seven, nine, and eleven, were chosen from three schools in the Upper Trinity
South School System. By means of an interview format e licitation task, each subject was
interviewed by his present French teacher for len minutes, with the speech samples being
recorded on audio cassette.
The speech samples were then analyzed using a typology of communication strategies.
based on the typologies developed by Tarone (1983) and Willems ( 987). The information
obtained from the samples was then conven ed into tables showing individual strategy use.
Strategies were categorized as Reduction and Achievement types. with the latter being
further subdivided as lnlerlingual and Intralingual. This information was then presented in
graphic form. making use of descriptive statistics.
The results of this study showed that intermediate and senior high students use
communication strategies thai adults. in previous studies. were found to have used. We
found that the lnterlingual Strategies were used more frequently than Intralingual Strategies
in the three grades. with Borrowing being the most-frequently-used strategy. Grade eleven
students tended to employ more strategies in their interlanguage communication than the
subjects in grades seven and nine. These subjects also used Retrieval Strategies more
iii
frequently than the other two groups.
In this study students at each grade level demonstrated a preference for usc of
Interlingual strategies. While, theoretically, one might have anticipated thai the grade
eleven students. with a presumed higher level of linguistic competence, would have used a
higher percentage of Intralingual strategy types, [his was not (he casco All three grades.
however, tended to choose Achievement Strategies over Reduction Strategies in their
communication.
iv
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CIlAP1CR ONE
INTRODUcnON TO TIlE PROBLEM
Ration'" for the Study
During the past decade, the focus in second language acquisition has shifled from an
emphasis on formal aspects of language to functionally-orienled syllabi. wi th the overJI
leaching goal being communicative competence. In thenadidon of the grammar-canslcucn
and audiD-linguai methods. !.he linguistic code was of prime importance, not Ihe learner,
More recent theories. however. have viewed second language acquisition as the result of
interaction between the learner and the linguisticenvironment. The research of Ihis period
has concentrated more on the learner and how she learns a second language (L2). The
acq uisitionlleaming concept introduced by Krashen (1976), along wi th Bialy stok' s (1978)
model of second language learning, and Canale and Swain's (1980) model of
communicative competence, have all helped to direct anent ion iowerds the Importance of
com municative language teaching. the individ uality of leamen and their le:uning styles.
Communication stralegies (CS) research can be traced back to Selinker's (1972) work
on imerlanguage, in which he accounts for CS as a by-produc t of the learners ' 3ttemplS to
express meaning in spontaneous speech with their limited target language system. While
most of the research in this an:a has centred around the identification and classification of
the learners' CS, some have examined the relationship between communication strategy use
and the learner's level of language development.
The current emphasis in second language acquisition is communicative competence,
and learners in this sndent-ceneed approach are necessarily engaged in their own learning.
Communication strategy use, which facilitates communicative competence, has, in recent
yean, been the focus of many studies. Faerch and Kasper (1983) suggest thai students
should not only be made aware o f their CS, but they should also be taught how to
com pensate for their insufficient linguistic resccrces creatively and appropriately. The
more successful com munica tors use strategies that the poorer language learners fail 10 use
(O' Maley 1985). Some researchers. such as Tarone (1978) and Labarca and Khanji (1981).
have suggested that sttaltgies can be taught, thereby enabling the poorer language learner
10 become a better L2 communicator. The effeclS of learner training in strategy use has
also been investigated by several rese archers (Oxford. Lavine and Crookall 1989, P:l.ribakht
1985, Bialystok 1979). Concern has been expressed that only linguistic code tr:lining is
being addressed in the second language classroom, while training in stra tegy use, which has
been shown to increase communicative competence (Paribakht 1985) , is being greatly
neglected. Paribakht (1985) has suggested that study of children's straegic competence
development would be useful in shedding light on the relationship between cognition and
strategy use, as well as on the developmental stages of Str.ltegic competence. Studies in
young adolesttnu' 1.2 strategy use ha ve so far I'lOI bee n conducted. He nce. the needexists
for a scudy of thi!: kind to add to the oogoing research in the area of 1.2strategy use by
studying junior and high school , r.ther than adult. 1.2 learners.
Purpose of the Study
While many researchers have investigated adult learners' communication strategy use,
relatively few have examined the strategy types employed by students at the intermediate
and high school levels. Recently, however, Marne (1989) has done a comparative study of
the communication strategies used by effective andless effective oral language learners in
the third grade of an early French immersion program.
This present study proposes to investigate the use of CS by six of the most successful
core French students in each of the level, seven. nine, and eleven (level U of the
Newfoundland high school program) in three schools.
The pU1pOse of this study willbe firstly, to determine lhe frequency and types of CS
used by second language learners at each of these three levels, based on a typology of CS
developedby Tarone (1978), and further refined by Wiilems (1987). (See Appendix A for
"Proposed Typology of Communication Strategies", developed by researcher). Secondly,
we will observe whether or not adolescent learners' strategy use varies as a function of
their proficiency in the target language. Such a study could determ ine if young L2
learners use the same CS as those already found wilh adults. Since communicative
competence is a goal of many U programs. discovering the communication strategies used
most frequently by the more successful adolescent U learners could be instrumental in the
fonnulating of a language training syllabus to enable the less success ful L2 learner to
experience a greater degree of success in her second language learning. This study could
also indicate a relationship between the linguistic competence of adolescent learners and CS
Significanceof the Stud y
This study contributes information to the developing areaof research in CS usc.
I. The information gathered in this study could contribute to the research being done in
a specific area of L2 learning, namely, that of strategic competence.
2. Knowledge of the CS used by the successful U adolescent learners, could be useful
for the second language teacher as a means of helping the less effective learners
become more efficient communicators in the target language.
3. Infonnation about the leaching of communication strategies would be of practical us e
to this pro vince's core French teach ers by sensitizi ng them to this recently-recognized
imponant component of L2 leaming .
Definjtion of Teon s
It is felt that defini tions of certain terms m ight be necessary for further clari fication of
their use in this study,
' Mosl successful' 12 leamen: For the purpose of this study, 'most successful' L2
learners refers 10 those students from the core French program in each of the level s seven,
nine, and eleven, who most efficiently integra ted the linguistic , disco urse and strategic
compe tencies in thecommunication of th at langu age.
~: The knowled ge of the L2 tha t a language learn er has that approximates
the know ledge of adult native speakers of the lang uage; a languag e system in transition.
Change o ver lime : Observ able change in strategy use by grade seven and grade
eleven students, as the level of proficienc y in the L2 increases.
L.l: A sym bol used to refer 10 native language; mother longue or primary lan guage.
LZ : A symbol used 10 refer 10a language learned after the basics of the L1 has been
acquired; foreign language; target language.
CS: An abbreviation for 'Communica tion Strategies',
TI,,: An abbreviation for 'Target Language ' ; theL2 being learn ed.
Interlingua! Stratew.es: Types of str ategies in which the learne r make s use of the Ll
in communication.
InwlinguaJ Sqatew.cs: Types of strategies in which the learn er mak es use o f the L2
in communication .
Organization pC !be Thesis
This study will be organized as follows:
I. ChapterTwo will review the: current literature: in the: area of strategic competence.
1 Chapter Three win diSCUS5 the: sample, the instrument, the procedurefor the rollec:tioo
and analysis of data, thequestions investigated. and some limitations of the study.
3. Chapter Four will present the results of the srudy in I descriptive and graphic format,
4. Chapter Five will include a brief summaryof the sn1dy, interpretation of the results,
some implications of the findings,and recommendations for further research.
CHAPrER TWO
REVIEW OF TIlE LmRATURE
Current approaches 10 1.2learningand teaching tend 10 focus on the development of
the kamen ' communication skills. Historically. bowever, various theories have provided
the underp innings of differing approaches whose goal is 10 deve lop co mpetence in the
target lan guage. Beginning with the grammar-translation approach. this chapter will
initially survey the development of a number of approaches 10 second language leaming
and leaching. The remainder of the chapter will explore more closely the communicative
approach. communicative competence, communication, communication strategies. and
finally, re search alre ady co nducted in the fie ld of communication strategies.
The Grammar-Translation Approach reached its zenith at the end of the nineteenth
ce ntury in Germany and came 10 dominate second language teaching in the whole weuem
World (Hammerly 1982). lIS aim was to prepare students to read and ap preciate great
li~ and philosophy. mainly by tnnsl ation from and into the urger l:ulguage. with
c:mpllasis on second languagegrammar.
Much reaction against theGrammar-Translation Method resulted in a radicalchange in
second language teaching. The Direct Method representeda shifl from literary language to
the spoken e~eryday language as the object of ear ly instrucdon, a goal that was totally
Jacking in grammar-translation (Stem 1983). According to Hammerly (1982), the Direct
Method was based on three assumption: (1) that language is primarily oral, (2) that the
main purpose of second language study is communication, and (3) that the process of
second language learning must be like that of native language acquisition, inductive and
monolingual. Mackey (1969) notes that in co unaies where !his method was adop ted. there
were few teachers uained to usc it, 1lId many drifted b3ck to some foem of grammar-
translation approach. This method also presented major problems in conveying meaning
without translating. and safeguarding against misundersunding wilhout reference to the fint
language (Stem 1983).
The Coleman Report of 1929 suggeslCd that, since most American students studied a
foreign language for a period of two years, the only objective which could be considered
anainable in such a short timeframc was the development of reading ability (Rivers 1968).
Subsequently. the Reading Method became popular until the late forties. While not
banning the use of the mother tongue in second language instruction, this method was
characterized by: (1) training in reading comprehension, (2) vocabulary-controlled reading
tens , and (3) a distinction between Intensive reading for detailed study and extensive rapid
reading of graded ' readers' for general ccmprebension (SICm 1983). According to Riven
(1968), the Reading Method produced stUdents who Wert unable to comprehend and speak
the language beyQnd the very simplest of exchanges. World War II and the increasingly
closer ccetact between l\.1tions made it apparent that the reading skill alone was
surficiem as the final outcome of a foreign language course.
Subsequently, communication came to be viewed as the objective of foreign language
teaching. leading to what has been called the Audio-Lingua.! Method. Early audio-lingual
proponents were strongly influenced by Skinner's operant conditioning theories (Stem
1983), which suggested that habits are established when reward or reinforcement
immediately follows the occurrence of an act, The application of behaviourism in audio-
lingual teChniques took the fonn of mimicry-memorization and patterned learning. This
method, which aimed at developing listening and speaking skills flrst, as the foundation on
which to build the skills of reeding and writing , proposed the development of target
language skills without reference to the student's mother tongue. Stem (1983) summarizes
the principle features of this method as: (1) separation of the four language skills (listening.
speaking. reading, and writing). and the primacy of the audio-lingual over the graphic
skills. (2) use of dialogue as the chief means of presenting the language. (3) emphasis on
certain practice techniques (mimicry, memorization, and panern drills), (4) use of the
language laboratory, and (5) establishment of a linguistic and psychological theory for the
leaching method. While this method did enjoy a period of popularity, new research and
theory on language learning, in conjunction with the dissatisfaction of teachers and
students, resulted in a call for changes.
As an alternative to the audio-lingual meth od. me Cognitive Approach became
prominent in the mid·6O' s. Carroll (1966: 101) characterizes the techniques of this
approach as follows: "... leaming a language is a process of acquiring conscious control of
the phonological. grammatical, and lexical patterns of the second language, largely through
study and analysis of these patterns as a body of knowledge." This approach emphasi zes
rule learning, meaningful practice, and creativity. In describing this approach, Harnmerly
(1982) states that: (1) all four skills are given the same emphasis, although communication
is a major goal, (2) teaching of accurate pronunciation is de-emphasized, (3) grammar is
taught deductive ly, (4) vocabulary is emphasized from the beginning, (5) mechan ical
activities are avoided, and (6) the native language is used more. In recent years , this
approach has been overshadowed by the increasing shift of interest 10 more communicative
approaches.
During the 1970's, then: was a definite shift in emphasis from form to function in
second language teaching. Educators had realized the failure of previous methods and
approaches to foster 'real' communication skills in learners. According to Allen (1984:
43), "It has been commonplace observation that many students can perform quite well in a
controlled classroom environmentbut are unable to transfer this ability to situations which
requirespontaneous,real-life communication." During the past decade, the focus in second
language acquisition has shifted from an emphasis on formal aspects of language to
functional ly-orientedsyllabuses, with the overall teaching goal being communication.
The Communicatiye Approach
In order to understand the communicative approach more fully, the term,
'communication ', as it is appliedto L2 learning and teaching, needs to be defined. Larsen-
Freeman (1986) states that communication is a process where students have to apply the
knowledge of target language forms, meanings, and functions in negotiating meaning. It is
through the interaction between speaker and listener (OT reader and writer) that meaning
becomes clear. Savignon (1983) defines communication as a continuous process of
expression. interpretation, and negotiationof meaning involving interaction between two or
more persons belonging to a speech community or between one person and a written OT
oral text. Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982) define communication as an exchange or
transmittal of messages between two or more parties. They further elaborate on four
different kinds of communication:
(1) one-way communication (A communication situation in which the learner listens to or
reads the target languagebut does not respond in any way),
(2) restricted two-way communication (An exchl'1ge in which messages directed to the
learner are in the target language. but the learner responds in his or her first language.
or with gestures),
(3) full two-way communication (A verbal exchange in which the learner listens to
someone speaking the target language and responds in the target language), and
(4) naturalcommunication (Acommunication situation in which people focus on the ideas
being discussed rather thanon theirgrammatical suucrure).
Finally, Breenand Candlin (1980) pointout that communication:
(1) is a fonn of social interaction, and is therefore normally acquired and used in social
interaction;
(2) involves a high degree of unpred ictability andcreativity in formand message;
(3) takes place in discourse and sociocultural Contexts which provide constraints on
appropriate language use and alsoclues as to correct interpretation of utterances;
(4) is carried out under limiting psychological and other conditions, such as memory
constraints. fatigue and distractions;
(5) always has a purpose;
(6) involves authentic.as opposed to e xtbock-conrrivedlanguage; and
(7) is judged as successful or nOI on the basis of actual outcomes.
Knowledge about the nature of communication provides theoretical underpinnings for
communicative language leaching.
The Communicative Approach is a learner-centred approach which attempts to develop
in learners an ability to receive an( give messages accurately and fluently in the second
language. II reduces structure 10 a secondary role and organizes learning activities
to
aa:ording to communicative leU (HM1meriy 1982). Oxford er aI (1989) summarize the
' ingru!.ients' of the communicative approach as four underlying and interrelated principles:
(1) lbcattainment of communicative competence as the main goal;
(2) dealing communicatively withfonns and errors;
(3) an orientation which integratesthe four language skills; and
(4) a focus on meaning, con text. and authentic language
Since this approach aims to develop the leamer-' s ability to communicate in the U ,
most classroom activities have a communicative intent, In the communicative approach,
linguistic competence is viewed as one component, not a terminal goal, of L2 learning,
Instead, learners acquire: the L2 by actively engaging in the giving and receiving of
messages even when their knowledge of the target language is incomplete. They learn to
communicate by communicating. Allen and Howard (1981: 78) give a comprehensive
summaryof what the communicativeapproach entails:
Until recently,~ was I e cdeecy to think of the kame r's wI. mainlyin terms
oC mastering a repet oire oC gr.unmatical panems. The new type of curriculum,
bowc:ver, defines that task morecomprehensively as .earning how to communicate
IS a member of I particular sociocultural group. Language is no longer viewed
15 an objc:cl. codified in I textbook, but l3 0:.., integral pan of the learner's
pcrsonai andsocialdevelopment. The aim is not so much to accumnlate separate
clements of grammar in an ordc:rtd progression . but rather to encourage the
student 10 useall the resources of the language that ee available 10 him 10 meet
thedemands of a particular situation. Instead of being subdivided into a series
of discn:te linguistic items. a typical communicative cwri culum is organized in
terms of 'units of activity' designed to engage the student's abilities in an
integratedandrealistic way.
Accordingto Stem (1983), the communicative approach has so profoundly influenced
current thought and practice on language teaching strategies. uunit is hardly possible today
to imagine a language pedagogy which docs not make some allowa~ '1t all levels of
teaching for a non-analytical communicative component,
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Commy nicatiye Compe tence
The term, 'communicative competence', was first used by Hymes (1972), in deliberate
contrast to Chomsky's (1965) 'linguistic competence' of the 'ideal speaker-listener'.
Hymes looked at the 'real speaker-listener' in social interaction and focused on language in
actual performance. Communicative competence, for Hymes, implies linguistic competence.
but its main focus is the intuitive grasp of social and cultural rules and meanings that are
carried by an utterance. It is intuitive knowledge of social, functional and contextual
features that Hymes referred to as communicative competence.
Allen (1984) uses the term communicative competence to refer to the use of language
for real purposes. Germain and Leblanc (1987: 97) elaborate:
Pour communiquer, msme linguistiquement, iI n'est pas suffisant, par exemple, de
connatne routes les regles gremmadcales. morphologiques, ou phonoJogiques
d' une langue. n est necessaire de posseder, en plus. une connaissance des regles
scclafes, psychologiques er cultureles qui en gouverneur I'usage. A In
connaissance d'un savoir (Ie code de (a langue) it faut ajouter In connaissance
d' un savoir-faire (sea regles d'emp loi). C' cst ceue double competence que nous
appetons, a la suite d'autre s auteurs, la 'competence de communication'.
Spolsky (1978) Slates that communicative competence refers not just to the fact that
someone knows language. but that he knows how to use it. The full r.utge of
communicative competence involves not just the semantics. grammar and phonology of
linguistic competence, but sets of rules governing the appropriateness of various forms
according to topics, setting, and audience.
According to Canale and Swain (1980), communicative competence comprises four
main components: grammatical competence (the knowledge of the grammatical rules of a
target language), sociolinguistic competence (the knowledge of the social adequacy of rules
of language use), discourse competence (the connection of a series of sentences or
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utterances to form a meaningful whole), and strategic competence (the knowledge of verbal
and non-verbal communication strategies). Together these four components suggest a
model of communicative competence as a basis for curriculum design and classroom
practice.
Savignon (1983), while endorsing Canale and Swain's model of communicative
competence, further elaborates on the interaction of those components as the learner' s level
of communicative competence increases. Strategic competence is present at all levels of
proficiency although its imponance in relation to the other components diminishes as
knowledge of grammatical, sociolinguistic and discourse rules increases. She concludes
that the whole of communicative competence is always something other than the simple
sum of its pans.
Stem (1983) has further summarized communicative competence in a second language
(I) the intuitive mastery of the fm::mJ. of the language;
(2) the intuitive mastery of the linguistic, cognitive, affective and sociocultural meanings,
expressed by the language forms:
(3) the capacity to use the language with maximum attention to communication and
minimum attention to fonn; and
(4) the creativity of language use.
With the inclusion of strategic competence in a general model of communicative
competence, some researchers have focused attention on the nature of communication
strategies and their use. The result has been the development of a growing body of
research in this area (Varadi 1973; Tarone 1978, 1979; Galvan and CampbeU 1978; Faerch
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and Kasper 1980; Labarca and Khanji 1986; Paribakht 1985; Willems 1987).
CommunicatioD S!JjItegjcs
Notion of Strategy
The definitions of ' strategy' vary in the recent research on communication strategies,
yet they share certain common features. Rubin (1975) defined strategies as techniques or
devices which a learner may use to acquire second language knowledge. Much of the
literature on sreregies refers to them as 'la nguage learning behaviours ' (O'Ma lley 1985),
' steps, routines, procedures ' (Wenden 1986), 'conscious enterprises' (Reiss 1985),
'potentially conscious plans' (Tarone 1977. Varadi 1980). ' tactics, cognitive abilities and
learning skills ' (Rubin 1975), Stem (1983: 405) views strategies as "... general tendencies
or overall characteristics of the approach employed by the language learner," Savignon
(1983~ defines a strategy as a particular method of approaching a problem or task; a mode
of operation for achieving a particular goal, while Reiss (1985) views strategies as
conscious approaches used by an individual 10 facilitate learning.
Bialystok (1984), in dealing with the notion of strategy, identifies three consistent
features in all the definitions of 'strategy ' which are explici tly or implicitly incorporated.
These features are:
(1) problematicity strategies are adapted when problems in either leaming or
production are perceived.
(2) consciousness refer s either to the learner's awareness that a strategy is being
employed for a particular purpose, or the awareness of how that
strategy might achieve its intended effect.
(3) intentionality the leamer' s control over those strategies so that particular ones
may be selected from the range of options and deliberately applied
to achieve certain affects .
Two of these are identified by Faerch and Kasper (1983) to be criteria! to the notion of
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strategy, the third is implied by their description and by the description of others.
The concept 01 strategy in second language learning and communication, then, seems
consistently to refer to me use of devices to solve problems by learners who are in control
of the selection of these devices and at (east somewhat conscious of their applications lind
effects (Bialystok 1984).
Defi nitions of Communication Stra tegies
Interest in CS used by second language learners has grown since an early sludy by
Selinker (1972), who referred to CS as a by-product of the learner' s attempt to express
meaning in spontaneous speech with a limited second language control, Tarone (1981)
proposed that CS are descriptive of the learners' use of what they know as they try to
communicate with sperkers of the target language.
While definitions of CS vary slightly, they all support the notion that CS are used to
compensate for some deficiency in the learner' s linguistic system. Brown (1980) defines
CS as the conscious employment of verbal or non-verbal mechanisms for communicating
an idea when precise linguistic structures are for some reason not readily available to the
learner at a point in communication. Corder, as cited in Paerch and Kasper (1983), defines
communication strategy as a systematic technique employed by a speaker to express his
meaning when faced ',vith some difficulty. According to Tarone (1983), a communication
strategy is a mutual attempt of two interlocutors to agree on a meaning in situations where
requisite meaning structures do not seem to be shared, where ' meaning structures' includes
both linguistic and sociolinguistic structures. Wenden (1986) defines CS as production and
comprehension techniques which learners employ when there is a gap between their
knowledge of the language and the communicative intent.
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Purpose;of Strat'lies
Writers such as Bialystok, Frohlich and Howard (1979), Palmer (1977), Stem (1978),
Swain (1977), Tarone (1977, 1980), and Terrell (1977) also agree that communication
strategies focus on exploring alternate ways of using what one does know for the
transmission of a message. Corder (1983) proposes thai CS deal with relationships
betwee n means and ends.
Whenever a second language learner attempts 10 express himself or interact with
another speaker of the target language, difficulties may arise which could be surmounted if
slhe had available a repertoire of strategies. When faced with communication difficulties,
the second language learner may use communication strategies to increase his ability to
convey a message.
CS can function to Facilitate both comprehension and production in an act of
communication. Tarane (1984: 130) has identified the following criteria as characteristic of
cs.
"(1) A speaker desires to communicate meaning 'X' to listener.
(2) The speaker believes the linguistic or sociolinguistic structure desired to
communicate meaning 'X' is unavailable, or is not shared with the listener.
(3) The speaker chooses to do one of the following:
(a) avoid. that is, not attempt to communicate meaning 'X '; or
(b) attempt alternative means to communicate meaning 'X'."
The speaker stops trying alternatives when it seems clear to the speaker that there is shared
meaning.
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hw10gjes of Communication SJt3!egjes
Tarone (1978) has developed a typology of CS which the language learner can use to
compensate for a limited linguistic repertoire. These strategies are as follows:
(1J Paraphrase: This strategy type is composed of three sub-categories:
(a)Approximation _. the learner uses a single target-language vocabulary or structure,
which slhe knows is not correct but ....hich shares enough semantic features in
common with the desired item to satisfy the speaker.
(b)Word Coinage -- the learner constructs a new word in order to communicate a
desired message.
(c)Circumlocution -- the learner describes the characteristics or elements of the object
or action instead of using the appropriate language item or structure.
(2) Transfer. This strategy type includes two sub-categories:
(a)Literal Translation -- the learner translates word for word from the target language.
(b)Language Switch _. the learner uses the native language term without bothering to
translate.
(3) Appeal for Assistance: This strategy includes asking for the correct item.
(4) Mimes: The learner's usc of non-verbal strategies in place of a lexical item or action.
(5) Avoidance: This strategy type includes two sub-categories:
(a)Topic Avoidance -- the learner simply tries not to talk about a concept for which
the target language item or structure is not known.
(b)Message Abandonment -- the learner begins to talk about a concept but is unable
to continue and stops in mid-utterance (Tarone 1978: 286).
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Corder (1978) states that when an interlocutor finds himself faced with a situation
where his linguistic knowledge is not sufficient to convey his message, he can use either
'message adjustment strategies' ('risk avoidance strategies'), that is, tailor his message to
the resources he has available. or 'resource expansion strategies' ('risk-running strategies'),
thai is, attempt 10 increasehis resources in order 10 realize his communicative intentions.
Faerch and Kasper (1980) categorize CS in a similar manner. but further sub-
categorize themas 'reduction strategies' and 'achievement strategies' , Those strategies that
reduce the communicative task, so that the learner can more easily handIe it. and are
governed by avoidance behaviour, they tenn 'reduction strategies', Those which
aggressively addres the communicative problem at hand and are governed by achievement
behaviour. they call 'achievement strategies' , Theiroverview is as follows:
fonnal Reduction Strnlcgjes
Learner communicates by means of a
' reduced' system in order to avoid
producing a non-fluent or incorrect
utterance by realizing insufficiently
automatized or hypothetical rules/items.
functional RrnuctionStrategies
Leamer reduces his communicative goal
in order to avoida problem.
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Phonological
Morphological
Syntactic
Lexical
Actional Reduction
Modal Reduction
Reduction of the Propositional
Content: TopicAvoidance.
Message Abandonment,
Leamer attempts to solve communicative
problem by expanding his communicative
Meaning Replacemem
CompensatorySrretegies:
(a) Code Switching
(b) Imerlingual Transfer
(c) Interllnualingual Transfer
(d) JL.based slrategies
(i) generalization
(ii) paraphrase
(iii) word coinage
(iv) restructUring
(e) Cooperative Strategies
(f) Non-Linguistic Strategies
Retrieval Strategies
Bialystok:'s (1918) model of secondlanguage learning, .....hile similar to the preceding,
distinguished between fonnal and functional CS. According 10 this model. learners employ
'i nferencing', a functional communication srategy, to arrive 3.t particular linguistic
information which was previously unknown. Inferencing is represented by the exploitation
of informationfrom the use of Other Knowledge (the language learner's knowledge of the
subject matter, cues in the environment, gestures, knowledge of ether languages, erc.), and
Implicil Knowledge (intuitively known items in the new language). Inferencing, in Ihis
model, is primarily a comprehension strategy but the outcome of employing Ihis strategy is
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thai new information is now represented in Explicit Knowledge, increasing that source.
Willems (1987), with slight modification, has adapted the typology of Tarone (1978)
and Faerch and Kasper (1980). He further divides Achievement Strategies into Interlingual
Strategies, where the Ll is used, and IntraJingual Strategies, when: the U is employed in
communication.
Research in Communication Sl:J'lIjtegks.
Recent interest in the strategic component of communicative competence has resulted
in the development of a body of research in the areaof CS. This research has suggested
that speakers' choice of CS and their levels of target language proficiency may be related
(Tarone 1977, Corder 1978, Paribakht 1985). Bachman and Palmer (1981) claim that
learners have different strategic abilities. Bialystok and Frohlich (1980) have reponed
some interaction between learners' level of target language knowledge and their strategy
use in terms of, for example, Lhc:ir sensitivity to the varieEy of CS. In addition, Paribakht
(1985) found that adult learner's use of CS has specifIC characteristics at different
developmental stages of their interlanguages, that is. learners seem to modify strategy use
as their linguistic competence changes. Leamer behaviour in terms of slr.J,tegy use seems,
therefore, to be tr.msitional.
Labarca and Khanji (1986) found that instruction in strategic interaction (51) helped
adult learners become more effective in their conversation with interviewers and gave them
greater communicative confidence.
O'Malley et at (1985) report on a project which trained high school students in the
use of strategies on three academic tasks: listening to a lecture, leaming vocabulary, and
making a brief oral presentation to other students. The results indicated that strategy
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training can be effective, particularly for integrative language tasks, and that the use of
particular strategies may vary depending on the learner's level of linguistic competence.
Bialystok (1983) found that the effective use of communication strategies is
unambiguously related to fonnal proficiency, and in spite of effons 10 disentangle fonn al .
from communicative uses of language, the evidence from her study placed fonnal mastery
fundy within the construct of communicative competence.
Studies conducted by Paribakht (1985) also conclude that strategic competence appears
10 develop in the speaker's Ll with the individual' s increasing language experience, and to
be freely transferable to L2 learning situations. S/he has suggested that study of children 's
strategic competence development would be useful in shedding light on the relationship
between cognition and strategy use, as well as on the developmental stages of strategic
competence.
Martie (1989) discovered that grade three early French immersion (EFI) students, with
the exception of Forcignizing, used all the strategies that have previously been identified by
older language learners. She also found that the effective EFI students used a greater
proportion of achievement rather than reduction strategies. while the less effective EFI
students used achievement strategies to approximately the same degree as reduction
strategies.
Studies in young adolescents' L2 strategy use in the core French Program have so far
not been conducted. Hence, we recognize the need for the proposed study to add our
li ndings to the ongoing research and study ill the area of L2 strategy use by high school
students, rather than adult L2 learners.
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CHAYlER 11IREE
PROCEDURE FOR TIlE STI!DY
This chapter includes a discussion of the sample. the instrument, and procedures for
the collection and analysis of data. The questions being investigated and some limitations
of the study will also be presented.
The Second Language Senior
The sample for this study was pan of a core French population thai had received formal
instruction in French since the beginning of grade four. To the end of the presentschool
year, students in grade seven would have been exposed to French for approximately 379
hours. those in grade nine. 544 hours and those in grade eleven, 725 hours. (These
numbersare based on French being taught for 160 minutes a week for 34 weeks a year.)
AI the time of this study, French was taught for four Cony minute periods per week in
grades seven and nine; grade elevens received five forty minute periods of instructional
time per week. While the communicative approach was emphasized in these three grades.
the subjects had no exposureto strategy instruction before the study.
The teachers involved have all specialized in the teaching of French as a second
language. Their methods of leaching reflected the current emphasis of using the language
for a communication purpose. All three teachers have a minimum of five years'
experience in Ihe teaching of French.
Sample Selection
Initially, French teachers in three separate schools from the Upper Trinity South
School System were asked to identify a total of twenty-four most successful core French
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students in grades seven, nine and eleven, as potential participants for this study. Eight
students were selected from each grade as being most successful by the current French
teacher in each school. Selection criteria were:
(a) the students' academic achievement record in French for the year, including both
formative and summative testing of the four language skills. The data collection
occurred in May, therefore, most of the evaluation information was available for the
1988-89 school year.
(b) a general observation by the teacher of the students' willingness to communicate in
class, their interaction with omers. and their attitude towards French.
A week prior to the collection of speech samples, the twenty-four subjects chosen by
the classroom teachers mer to discuss why they were selected. During the week, students
were acclimatized to the interview fannat so that they would be at ease during the actual
recordings. They were encouraged to communicate in whatever way they could in order to
get their message across.
Subsequently, two judges, all involved in the field of second language teaching and
learning listened to taped speech samples of each of the twenty-four subjects, in grades
seven, nine, and eleven, further identifying the six most successful students in each of the
three grades. The speech samples of the eight students in each grade were assessed for
overall oral proficiency in pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension.
The samples were then rated according to the criteria contained in Newfoundland and
Labrador's Manual for Oral 'fming in French 3200 (1986), with each student given a
numerical grade from l' to 5· . The complete rating criteria are described in Appendix C. The
judges' ratings were compared and. subsequently, the six most successful students
selected. Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 show the judges' individual ratings for each grade.
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Table 3.1
Rank Order Ratings for Grade Seven Students from Highest 10Lowest
Subject
*1
*7
Rating (Judge#2)
1'/2"
1'/2"
I'
Rating (Judge #3)
1'/2"
I '
I '
I '
"Since the speech samples from subjects I and 7 received the lowest ratings. they were
excluded from the study.
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Table 3.2
Rank OrderRatings for GradeNine Students from Highest to Lowest
Subject
' 8
'5
· Since the speech samples from subjects 8 and 5 received the lowest ratings they were
excluded from the study.
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Table 3.3
Rank Order Ratings for Grade Eleven Students from Highest 10 Lowest
4'
-s
-t
4'
3'/4'
"Since the speech samples from subjects 8 and 1 received the lowest ratings they were
excluded from the study.
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Procedure for the Collectionand Analysjs of Dilla
Dala Col!«:tion Instrument
The speech samples obtained for analysis in this study were elicited by means of an
interviewformat requiring at least ten minutes of speech. The elicitation task (Appendix
D) required students to talk about a familiar topic. ld....fami.lk. The interview focused on
three aspects of the family: (i) les personnes dans la Iamille, (ii) la maison, and (iii) les
activites de la famille. The questions attempted 10 reflect the level of the grade being
interviewed. While grade sevens can work only with te present. grade elevens should be
capable of handling Ie present, Ie passe compose,Ie futuro I' imparfait and Ie condiuoueet.
Two weeks before the final recording sessions, the instrument was tested in these
grades at anomer school in the system, to verify its appropriateness. This pre-testing
provideduseful information (or the final samplerecordings. by drawing attentionto we use
of prompting by the interviewer. Before the final recording, interviewers were again
reminded that the subject was to be given assistance only when s/he specifically asked for
it.
Several weeks before the actual recordings. a meeting with the Interviewers was
arranged to discuss the expectations of this study. At that time. Willems' (1987)
communication strategies and research already done in this field were discussed. Each
interviewer was given a copy of the instrument and further information concerning the
interview procedure, the timeframe for data collection. and the time of day for
recordings,
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During the final recording sessions, the students were interviewed by their present
Prencb teacher. The samples were recorded on audio cassette for subsequent analysis.
All the data collection was done in one week during the morning sessions. Each
subject was individually interviewed randomly in an area outside the classroom, for
approximately ten minutes using the interview instrument, 'La Famille ' .
Prior to the interview, each subject was reminded, in English, of the purpose of the
recording and once again encouraged to try and answer the questions asked in whatever
way s/he could. The interview began with simple warm-up questions, such as "Bonjour",
"Ca va?", which were meant to put the subject at ease and give him confidence in his
ability to comprehend and respond in French. Subsequently, the interviewer, making use of
the instrument, continued ... "Aujourd'hui on va parler de ta Iamille." During the data
collection process the interviewer did not prompt the student unless s/he asked directly for
assistance,
Analysis orOata
The taped speech samples were analyzed for communication strategy use by utilizing
an adaptation of Willems (1987) typology. (See Appendix B). The procedure followed to
analyze: the speech samples was:
(1) listening to each interview several times to determine strategy use
(2) making a transcript of all strategies used by each subject:
(3) constructing a profile of each student's strategy use.
Subsequently, the following information on communication strategy use was displayed
in graph form. This information consisted of:
(1) the frequency of strategy use for each subject;
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(2) the total number of strategies used by each student;
(3) the total number of strategies employed by subjects at each grade leve l;
(4) the proportion of straegies used as B. percentage of total strategies for individual
subjects;
(5) the proportion of strategies used as a percentage of total strategies for each grade
level;
(6) a comparison of strategy use by subjects in grades seven. nine. and ele ven.
Questions fnyesti gated
This study attempted to answer two questions:
(l) At each level, what is the frequency of communication strategies used by the most
successful L2 learners?
(2) Is the overall pattern of co mmunication Strategy use by successful adolescent L2
learners related to their linguistic competence? H so. how?
Limitations of the Study
Like many studies of human behaviour. the present one had certain temporal.
methodological and structural limitations. Tnorder to provide appropriate interpretation of
our results. we must beaware of these confines.
AI1 awareness of the following limitations is essential for a prope r interpretation of the
rmdings:
(1) The subjects for the present study were chosen from grades seven, nine and eleven.
and conclusions from the observations cannot be generalized to any other grade levels.
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(2) The present researcher developed this elicitation task. and similar results may not be
realized by a different instrument.
(3) Separae French teaehen conducted interviews at each grade level and tmtIts may
have beendifferent had speech samples been collected by one individU3l.
(4) The present study considers only verbal communication sl:I J,tegies, and cannot be
generalized to include all possible communication strategies, such as paralinguistic
(5) The number of subjects aha limits generaJizabilicyof results.
(6) Since the COntCKt does not always clearly identify the intent of the strategy use, a
different rater might have classified certain strategies differently.
We will now report. in lhe followingchapter, the analysis of the data in graphic fonn,
alo ng wilh a descriptionof individual and clas s strategy use.
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OIAPTERFOUR
PRESENTA"10N OF THE RESULTS
Chapter Four presents the analysisof the data gathered for this study. The chapter is
divided into two pans. Part One deals with a de scription of indi vidual speech samples.
while Part Twofocuses on a description of smegies used by stude nts in the three grades
from which theresultswere compiled.
Indi yidual Sp"cb Samples
This section presents our analy sis of the speech samples from all the subjects in this
study. Th e samples are presented by grades. beginning with grade seve n, followed by
grad e nine and grade eleve n respec tively. Each speech sample will be discu ssed in terms
of the total number of strategies used by each subject, the frequency of strategiesused and
the proportion of each strategy used as a percentage of the totalnumber used by individual
students. This information will be shown graphically by me ans o f a bar and pie graph
following the description of each subject's strategy use. Some exam ples of strategies are
also included in the description. Other info rmation on indiv idual su bjects, pe ninent to the
re sul ts of th is nudy, will also be presented.
Grade Seve n Speech SamJ2l.c.s.
Below is a detailed description of communication strategy use contained in the
individual grade seven speech samples. Speech samples are discu ssed in the order in
which they appear in Tables 3.1. 3.2. and3.3.
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Speech Sam ple' Subject FoIJI
Subject four used a total of fifteen co mmunication strategies, all of which may be
categorized as Achievement. (See Figure 4.1)
This subject employed two interiingual strategies (Borrowing and Literal Translation),
two intralingual strategies (Word Coinage and Approximation), and one retrieval strategy
(Appeal for Assistance). Borrowing was chosen six times by this subject in
communicating. Examples include "manager des maisons", for her mother's occupation;
"mon pert 'S girlfriend", where she could not retr ieve "Ia bon~",: amie" or "la blonde". This
strategy could be termed Literal Translation as well, with the use of the .:..s. instead of "la
blonde de men pere". Literal Translation was used three times. When asked: "Quei age
a ton frere'!" she replied: "II est quatre ens." When asked for a further description of her
broth er she said: "II a blonds cheveux." In answer to the question: "Oil est-ce que ta
mere habite?" she answered: "Elle est habite ..." Word Coinage was a strategy this
subject used four times in her sample. When asked: "Oil est-ce que ton perc travaille?"
she responded: "II travaille dans le poisson de plant," for "fish plant". She later used:
"I'auto de poisson" for "fish track", and "table de pool" was also coined for "un billard".
Approximation and Appeals for Assistance were used once each.
As Figure 4.2 shows, of the strategies employed, Borrowing and Literal Translation,
inrerlingual strategies, were used 60 percent of the time. The intralingual strategies, Word
Coinage and Approximation were used a tota l of 34 percent, with Appeals for Assistance
bein g used 7 percent.
This student used the most strategies of all the grade seven subjects.
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Speech Sample' Subject Three
As Figure 4.3 shows. Subject Three used a total of six. strategies. The subject
employed Topic Avoidance.a reduction strategy typ.:.. on one occasion,when he refusedto
answer a question by saying: "Je ne sais pas." From the achievement strategy categoryhe
used two interlingual strategy types. namely Borrowing when he noted, with reference to
his father, "Il travaile ABellevue today" and Literal Translation when he described his
brother as having "Ies bleus yeux." He used Self-Repair, a retrieval strategy type in the
answer: ''Elle a les cheveux [annes ... eh ... blonds." Approximation, an intralingual
strategy type. wasalso used twice by this su bject He tried to describe what his mother
did at home by: "Elle a travaille dans Ie lit" for "making lhe bed".
Topic Avoidance, Borrowing, Literal Translation. and Self-Repair each represented 17
percent of the total number of strategies used. while Approximation was used 33 percent.
(SeeFigure 4 .4)
Th is student used the least number of strategies of all grade seven students, The
strategy used most frequently wasApproximation, an intralingualstrategy.
Speech Sample: Subject Eight
Subject Eight used a total of thineen strategies in her interview. none of which were
Retrieval or Interlingual strategies.
This subje ct used one type of reduction strategy, namely Topic Avoidance which was
used five times. "Je ne sais pas" was a common response when she felt she could not
respond to the questions asked.
As Figure 4.5 shows, most of tile strategies used by this subject were intralingual.
She used.Word Coinageonce. Approximation six times andCircumlocution once.
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This student used the reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance 38 percent of the total
strategies used; the other 62 percent were intralingual strategies. (See Figure 4.6)
The use of intralingual strategies at the grade seven level is unusual when compared
with other samples of the three grades. It should be noted here that subject eight was a
student with few inhibitions: she was very vocal and an obvious risk taker. Her
personality could be a factor in her willingness to take risks in using so many of the
Intralingual strategies .
Speech Sample' S ubject Fiye
Subject Five used communication strategies from each category, for a total of seve n.
The reduction strategy type, Topic Avoidance (1e ne sals pas") was used twice. She
used only one inte rlingual strategy type, namely, Borrowing; when asked what she did on
Sunday, she replied : "Je vatsa la church". Subject Five's speech sample also contained
two examples of the intralingual strategy of Approximation. as illustrated by "11 a petite ."
when referring to her younger brother. This subject also demonstrated use of both retrieval
strategy types. When asked about her father's work, she replied: "TI travaille dans un ..,
eh ... it travaille dans une maison", a Self-Repair strategy. Appeal for Assistance was
shown when she was trying to describe her family' s Sunday activities, by asking: "Wh at's
rnk in French?" (See Figure 4.7)
Subjec t five's communication strategy use, as depicted in Figure 4.8, show s the
reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance being used 28.5 percent of the total. Borrowing, an
interlingual strategy, was used 14 percent; Approximation , an intralingual strategy, 28.S
percent,and the retrieval strategies of Self-Repairand Appeals for Assistance each use d 14
percent.
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Speech Sarnpl!;- Subject Two
Subject Two used strategies from all four types for a total of fourteen.
The reduction strategy. Topic Avoidance, was used three times. When the student did
not feel she could answer the question posed. she replied: "Je ne sais pas". The subject
also employed two interlingual strategy types on one occasion • Borrowing, and
Foreignizing. The latter occurred when describing her bedroom, where she used: "Un
bureau" for "dresser". (Because of the emphasis on the last syllable of bureau, this is
illustrative of a Foreignizing strategy.) Five examples of Literal Translation were used by
this subject. A description of her brother included: "Il a bruns cheveux", "II a bruns
yeux". "II est douze ens". When asked: "Bst-ce que tu regardes les films?" she replied:
"Un petit". Of the retrieval strategy type this subject used two Self-Repairs in her
interview. When asked: "OUest-ce que tu habites?" she replied: ''Tu habites ... j' habite
a Blaketcwn". When talking about rooms in her house. she said: "C'est une cousine ...
non, une cuisine", She also used Appeal for Assistance once, Figure 4,9 depicts this
infonnation.
As seen in Figure 4.10. this subject used reduction strategies in the fonn of Topic
Avoidance 21 percent of the total number of strategies used. The interlingual types of
Borrowing, Foreignizing, and Literal Translation were employed 50 percent, while the
intralingual strategy of Approximation was used 7 percent. The Retrieval strategies of
Self-Repair and Appeals for Assistance were used 14 percent and 7 percent. respectively.
Subject two used the interlingual strategy of Literal Translation most frequently.
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Speech Sample' Subi~
Subject Six used four different strategy types, for a total of fourteen.
This subject employed the reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance on four occasions.
The speech samples also contained six occurrences of Interlingual strategy types. Three
Borrowing strategies were evidenced in the following examples: "a bit grande", when
talking about her house; when trying to describe her mother's work, she replied: "elle
prints". Three examples of Literal Translation were used when describing members of her
family; "bruns cheveux", "bruns yeux", "Ies blonds cheveux". Two examples of the
intralingual strategy, Approximation, were noted While describing her house, she used:
"une recreadon", for "salle de recreation", and "nous habite Dildo" for "Nous habirons a
Dildo". The retrieval strategy type of Appeals for Assistance was noted twice. When
asked: "Ou'est-ce que ta mere fait?" she hesitated and asked: "Does that mean 'What
does she work at '?" When asked again: "Ou ... c'est quoi?" (See Figure 4. t 1)
As seen in Figure 4.12, the reduction Strategy of Topic Avoidance was used twenty-
nine percent of the time by subject six. The Inreelingual strategies of Borrowing and
Literal Translation were each used twenty-one percent, while the intralingual strategy of
Approximation was used fourteen percent of the total number. The occurrences of the
retrieval strategy, Appeals for Assistance, represented fourteen percent of the total number
of strategies used by Subject Six.
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Grade Nine Speech SDmJllc..s
Below is a detailed description of individual gracl.e nine speech samples. These
subjects are presented from highest to lowest by their rank order as determined by the
criteria found in the Manua! for Oral Testing in fre nch 3200 (1986). (See Appendix C for
further description.)
Speech Sample' Subjcct Four
Subject Four, used a total of seventeen strategies in his interview, none of which were
of the reduction strategy type.
As indicated in Figure 4.13 this subject utilized slx types of achievement strategies.
Of the seventeen strategies identified in the speech sample, fourteen were classified as
interlingual. The subject employed the Borrowing strategy six times, as, for example.
when asked: "OU est-ce que tu habileS?" he replied: "J'h abite dans la rue Main". When
talking about his sister, he said: "Elle est un nurse". Forcignizing was used on five
occasions. When conversing about his sister, he responded: "EUe aide les patients". His
description of his house included "un basement". He described his bedroom as having "un
computer" along with "te printer". Three examples of Literal Translation were also noted:
"Michelle est dans St. John' s", his description of the family car included "un FM radio"
and "une grise voiture". The speech sample contained only two occurrences of intralingual
strategy types, one each of Word Coinage and Approximation. While describing his house,
an example of the retrieval strategy Iype, Self-Repair, was noted. When talking about he
rooms in his house. he said: "11 y a un dining-room ... eh ... eh, non. une salle !k
manger".
Eighty-two percent of the strategies used by this subject were of the interlingual type:
Borrowing (35%), Foreignizing (29%), and Literal Translation (18%). The intralingual
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strategies of Word Coinage and Approximation were each used 6%. The Retrieval strategy
of Self-Repair was also used 6%. (See Figure 4.14)
This s uiJj~ct used interlingual strategies most frequendy.
Speech Sample' Suhject Seven
Subject Seven used a total of seventeen strategies. As shown in Figure 4.15. she used
strategy types from all four categories. with interlingual ones being used the most
frequently.
The speech sample included examples of both types of reduction strategies. Message
Abandonment was used once by this subject; when talking about her sister. she was
asked: "Est-ce qu'elle est une peste?" and replied: "Oui, elle est tIts ...I!" leaving the
response unfinished. She also employed Topic Avoidance twice, using: "Je ne sais pas",
"I don't know" in response to two questions. The interlingual strategy of Borrowing was
used three times: "t idy rna maison", "rouge peppers", and "elle a te make-up". The
subject used Forcignizing on two occasions. When talking about what she did in her
leisure time, she responded: "Je practise le piano." and when describing what ingredients
go in a pizza, she used: "mushrooms". This subject employed the Literal Translation
strategy five times; for example, when describing her sisters and brothers, she said: "Une
est cinq ans", "l' auue est un an", "il a longs bruns cheveux", and when talking about the
family's cat, she nored" "ti le est maman's voiture". Subject seven used only one
intralingual strategy, Approximation. When trying to explain how her father delivered
milk. she used: "il fait du lait", (The writer considered this an Approximation, rather than
a L iteral Translation strategy, because her father did not work in a processing plant. bUI
rather delivered milk to grocery stores.) This subject also used the retrieval strategy type.
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Appeals for Assistance, three times. When trying to describe her bedroom, she asked:
"How do you say ' messy' in French?" Another time she asked: "Automatic, ..• c'esr
quot?'
Reduction strategies accou nted for eighteen percent of the total number of strategies
used by this subject. Fifty-eight percent of the strategies used were of the interlingual
type. while silt perce nt were intralingual. The other seventeen percent were Retrieval
strategies. (See Figure 4.16)
This subject used the interlingual strategy Literal Translation most frequently.
Speec h Samp le ' SlIbjecl One
Subject One used strategies from all four strategy categories, for a total of nineteen
strategy occurrences. This was the greatest number of strategies used by an individual in
grade nine. (See Figure 4.17)
The speech sample ccruained only one occurrence of a reduc tion strategy type,
namely, Topic Avoidance. When asked: "Qu'est-ce que tu preferee. In tele ou la radio?"
she responded: "Je ne sais pas". She used two of the imerlingual strategy types •
Borrow ing and Foreignizing - a tOlal of nine times. Examples of the Borrowing strategy
were : when talking about her sister. she stated: "Elle a de bons marks"; she said her
father "travaille dans un nursery" and nil a des customers". Fcreigniai-g, which was
employed three times, was evident in the description of her bedroom: "Elle est bleue avec
des closets", and in the descrip tion of her father's job: "11order ses employes". From the
intralin gual strategy types, she used Word Coinage once (when talking about her travels to
Europe: "J'ai visite Ie Suisserland") and Approximation three times. (For example, she
described her father's work by saying: "II donne I'eau a les fleurs".) Subject One used
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two exam ples of Self-Repair, a retrie val strategy type. In the descriptio n of her house, she
said: -Ma sceur chambre ._ eh ••• 130 cbambrede rna sceur". When she told about Europe,
she said: "J'ai fait un trip •. un voyage a .~. Appc:als for Assistance was evident in:
"Elle 1 •.. eh ... what's 'many'r When asked about her sister r Qucl age a+ elle?' , she
responded: "PardO',t? Ma soeur?" Whe n she wanted lO confum what she lhought she
heard, she asked: "Un des k ... c'est ~17·
As Figure 4,18 shows, the reduction sll'ategy of Topic Avoidance was used five
percent of the total by this student. Borrowing and Foreignizing (interlingual strategies)
were used a total o f forty-seven pe rcent of the time. Word Coinage and Approximation
(intralingual strategies) were used a total of twenty-one percent, and Sel f-Repair and
Appeals for Assistance (retrieval smllegies) twenty-seven percent of the total.
The interlingual strategies were used most frequently by Subject One.
Speech S ample: Subject Silt
Subjec t Six employed seaegies from two strategy categories. namdy, imerlingual and
retrieval. The total number of strategies used was six: the smallest number used
individually in grade nine.
Of the interlingual types, he used two Borrowing and two Foreignizing scate gtes. He
used the former when talking about his sister ("Elle est un nurse-) and a certain store
where: his brother worked nt's un magasin") . Foreignizing occurred when he de scribed
his sister 's work as: "Elle travaille au hospital." and used "computer" for "crdinne ur".
Tw o examples of Self-Rep air appeared in his description of his house: "II y a quatre
[ambes ... eh ... non, cham bn:s", and when talking about his brother. he e xplained: "II
vend la bil let ..• eh ... la blete". (See Figure.4.19)
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As depicted in Figure 4.20. sixty -seven percent of all strategies employed by this
subjec t were the interlingual strategies of Borrowing and Poreignizing, The retrieval
strategy of Self-Repair made up the oth er thiny-three percent.
Thelnterlingual strategies were used most frequently by th is student .
Speec h Samp le' Subject Three
Subject Threeused strategies from allfour types. for a total of eleven.
Figure 4.2 1 indicates tha t of the reduction strategy. Topic Avoidance was used twice
by th is student, When he could not respond to what was asked, he wou ld reply : "Je ne
sais pas". Th e speech sample contained aile interlingual strategy, Borrowing. which was
used four time s. As an example, whe n asked about her weekend. she responded: "Je vats
a la church". and when descri bing her friend. she said: "_ est silly". The subject
emplo yed each of two inrralingual strsegies on one occasion , namely, Word Coinage,
which was no ted in her description of the rooms in her house ("... trois satles de lit") and
Appro ximatio n. This student attempted to clarify what was being asked of her three times
in Appeals fo r Assistance. She did not, apparently. understand wha t 'ccmbien' meant
when asked by the Interviewer. She responded with: "Combien1 ... how well?" She also
asked for repetition of questions twice. with: "Pardon?"
O f the total number of strategies employed by Subject Th ree. the Reduction strategy
of Topic Avoidance was used eightee n percent of the time. the lnterlingual strategy of
Borrowing thirty-six percent. the intralirtgual strategies . Word Coinage: and Approxlmadon
nine percent each. and the Retrieval strategy of Appeals for Assistance, twenty-seven
percen t. (See Figure 4.22)
Thi s subject used inlerlingual strategies more freque ntly tha n the other strategy types.
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Speech S jlmple- S!lbi~
While Subject Two used strategies from the four strategy types, for a total of len
occurrences. he restricted his choice of specific strategies to four.
From the Reduction strategy type. Message Abandonment occurred once when he tried
10 describe things in his bedroom. He began: "J'ai un pupil ... pupil ... eh, desk". The
interlingual strategy of Borrowing was used six: times, as for example, when asked about
his father's job. he replied: "Il fait dry-wall". and when funher questioned about what his
father did at home, he responded: "II travaille dans le garden, et 11 fait des repairs". From
(he intralingual strategy type, he used Approximation twice. While attempting to describe
the weather conditions for a particular day he said: 'In fait bruard", and when talking
about his brother. he noted: "line travaille pas dans Ie Terre-Neuve". This was
apparently the closest he could come to saying thai his brother was not able to find work
in Newfoundland. This speech sample contained one example of Self-Repair, when talking
about what his father did at home, he said he grew "Ies pommes de terre et cabbage '" eh
... les chaux". (See Figure 4.23)
From Figure 4.24. we see that "ten percent of all strategies employed by Subject Two
belonged10 the reduction strategy category of Message Abandonment. Of the achievement
strategy types, the interlingual strategy of Borrowing was used sixty percent of the time.
the intralingual strategy of Approximation, twenty percent. and Self-Repair, ten percent.
The strategy used most frequently by Subject Two was the imerlingual strategy of
Borrowing.
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Grade Eley;n Speech Samplea
Below is a detailed description of individual grade eleven speech samples. These
subjects are presented from highest to lowest by their rank: order as detennined by criteria
found in the Manual (orOn! Tati ng jn French 3200 (1986). (See Appendix C (or funher
delails.)
S oeech Sample' Sub jectS ix
Subject Six used three strategy types, with only the intralingual type not being used.
This subject's speech sample contained :I total of seven strategies, the smallest number used
by a grade eleven student . In addition, Subject Six restricted his choice of particular
strategies to three. Figure 4.25 provides a breakdown of strategy use by Subject six.
Of the reduction strategy type, Topic Avoidance was noted twice. When the subject
did not feel confident enough to answer the questions posed. be replied: "Ie ne sais pes",
or -Ie De sais pas les lutres". The imerlingual stralegy of Bonowing wasused once; when
asked: "QueUe sone de tnv:ri11" (referring to his falber 's work), he replied: "Un
labourer". This subject used Self-Repair four times. When asked. 10 describe his Iatber, he
said: "Man pere a seize am ... a soixante ans· ; when talking about chores doneby the
family, he responded: -Nous faisonsIe vaisail ..• exc use _. 1a vais.selle-, and on tWO other
occasions he corrected his verb: 'T ai prenais ... j'ai pris", and "Ncus y avons reste ...
nous y semmes restes-.
The Reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance was used twenty-nine percent of the lime
and the interlingual strategy of Borrowing was used fourteen percent. Self-Repair, which
was used. most frequently, represented fifty-seven percent of the total strategy use by
Subject Six. (See Bgure 4.26)
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Speech Sample '~
As indicated in Figure 4.27. Subject Five's speech sample contained a total of nine
strategy uses. with at least one from each strategy type. This student chose three Topic
Avoidance strategies: "Je ne sais pas" being used twice, while "J'ai oubhe" was the
response 10 a question asked about her father. She used literal Translation, an imerlingual
strategy, when describing her mother: "Elle est quarane-trois''. The intralingual strategy
of Approximation occurred when this subjec t was telling what she did after supper. She
noted: "J'erude pour ..." for "I'erudie". (She was probably familiar with the noun fonn
"elUde(s)" and attempted to use it in a sentence requiring the verb "etudler" because she
knew it was close in meaning.) The interview also contained four occurrences of the
retrieval strategy type. Self-Repair was used once in her description of her father when
she said: "II est ... il a clnquame nns". This subject used three Appeals for Assistance:
"Comment est-ce qu'on dit 'welder' en fran~ais1" ; "living room ... c'es t quci?"; and
"Comment est-ce qu'on dit 'teaching' ?"
Of the total number of strategies used by Subject Five, thirtv-three percent were Topic
Avoidance. The interlingual strategy of Literal Translation and the intralingual strategy of
Approximation were each used eleven percent. She used both retrieval strategies: Self-
Repair for eleven percent and Appeals for Assistance thirty-three percent. (See Figure
4.28)
Retrieval strategies were used most frequently by this student.
Speech Sample' Subject Three
Subject Three used a total of nineteen communication strategies from three of the
strategy types, with only reduction strategies being excluded. (See Figure 4.29). Of the
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imerlingual strategies, Borrowing occurred most frequently, eight times. Examples include:
"Trois practices pour la musique" (when talking about her leisure time); "Nous sommes
niles aGrand Falls avec un band" (referring 10 one of her weekends); "Les main ones sent
..." (describing characters on a TV show). The other interlingunl strategy contained in the
speech sample, Literal Translation, was used three times by Subject Three. While
describing her father, she said: "Mon pere esr jrente''. Later she talked about the weather
by saying: "ll elait pleut". This subject used all three intralingual strategies. One
occurrence of Word Coinage was noted when she tried to explain her summer job as "un
professeur de voile". The strategy of Apprmdmation occurred four times in this student's
conversation; for example, she described her sister as "Judy est bon". Circumlocution was
used twice. As an example, she talked about a half-hour television program as ' un
programme qui passe pour nne demi-bcure". One occurrence of the retrieval strategy, Self-
Repair, was evident in: "Ils ne nous veulent ... ils ne veulent pas que nous ..."
Figure 4.30 indicates Subject Three' s strategy use by percentage. The speech sample
contained two interlingual strategies: Borrowing, which was used forty-two percent, and
Literal Translation, sixteen percent. All three intralingual strategies were used by Subject
three: Word Coinage (five percent). Approximation (twenty-one percent), and
Circumlocution (eleven percent). The occurrence of the retrieval strategy of Self-Repair
represented five percent of the total number of strategies used by Subject Three.
This subject used the interlingual strategies most frequently.
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Speech Sample' Subject TWO
Subject Two's speech sample contained strategies from ail four strategy types, for a
total of nine occurrences.
The Reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance was used Iwice by this subject when she
replied: "Je ne sais pas". This subject utilized the interlingual strategy of Borrowing once.
(when she was describing her bedroom where she had "un bureau") and Approximation
four times, as. for example, when asked about whether she would like to have children, she
replied: "Qui. mais a six ans", meaning in six yean lime. The speech sample contained
one occurrence of each retrieval strategy. This subject used Self-Repair once when trying
to use the Iurure: "Je suis fait ... je vais faire". Appeals for Assistance was employed on
one occasion when she asked: "How do you say ' wash'?" (See Figure 4.31)
Figure 4.32 Indicates thai. of the total number of stt3legy uses, Subject Two used the
Reduction S0'3tegy of Topic Avoidance twenty-two percent of the time. The interlingual
strategies of Borrowing and Approximation accounted for eleven and forty-four percent
respectively of all strategy uses. The Retrieval strategies of Self-Repair and Appeals for
Assistance represented eleven percent of the total number of strategies used.
This subject used the intrnlingual strategy of Approximation most frequently.
Speech Sample: Subject Seven
Subject Seven used twenty strategies in her interview, the second highest number of
strategies employed by a grade eleven student. Each category of achievement strategy was
represented in the speech sample.
During the interview, Subjecl Seven employed interlingual strategies on fourteen
occasions. She used Borrowing nine limes; examples include "Elle eSI un bookkeeper" and
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"I 'ai dusted pour ma mere". The speech sample also contained four examples of Literal
Translation, examples being: "Marc est dix" and "des recherches papiers" (talking about
her school work). The intralingual strategy of Approximation occurred twice. She noted:
"Nous semmes resres route la noir [nuit]" and while talking about money earned from
summer work, she said: "J'al gagne treme-six dollars de jour ". This subject used Self-
Repair once: "Je ... je ... make? ... eh ... je fais Ie lit" and Appeals for Assistance. four
times. Examples of the latter include "Comment est-ce qu 'on dit ' sawmill' ?" when she
was trying to describe her father' s work and "How do you say ...?". (See Figure 4.33).
As seen in Figure 4.34, forty-five percent of strategy uses were classified as
Borrowing, twenty percent as Literal Translation, meaning that sixty-five percent of the
strategies used were of the interlingual type. The intralingual strategy of Approximancn
represented ten percent of strategy uses. The retrieval strategies of Self-Repair and
Appeals for Assistance were evidenced five percent and twenty percent respectively.
The strategies used most frequently by Subject Se-en were Borrowing and Literal
Translation. two interlingual strategies.
Speech Sample' Subject Four
All four strategy types were employed by Subject Four, who used twenty-five
strategies, the greatest number of strategies of any grade eleven student.
As seen in Figure 4.35, the reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance was noted twice;
when she did nor feel confident enough to answer the questions asked. she responded "Je
ne sais pas". Subject Seven's speech sample contained eleven occurrences of interlingunl
strategies. Borrowing occurred six times as, for example, when talking about her sister,
she said: "Nous evens une chambre together" and "Elle est en Kinderganen". She used
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two examples of Foreignizing: "J'aime lire tea novels" and "un bureau" (describing her
dresser). This subject also made use of Literal Translation three times. While describing
her sisters. she said: "Elle est dix-huit ens" and "EUeest six ans". In talking about her
leisure time. she noted: "J' aime ecouter a la musique". The intralingual strategy of
Approximation occurred three times; for example. during the discussion of her travels, she
said: "J'al vu beaucoup de fenniers [fermes]", This subject also used retrieval strategies
on nine occasions. Self-Repair was used twice, when she said "J'aime la vie pres de I'eeu
... pres de l'ocean" and "Je vais voir quelquefois .. quelquefois? ... something ... non .
quelque chose". Appeals for Assistance occurred seven times, with examples including "Jc
suis tres fussy". comment est-ce qu'on dit ' fussy'?"; ''' Commem'? '" m do I like it?";
"Je passe Ie ... what's ' vacuum cleaner'? ... oui, l'as pireteur".
The reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance represented eight percent of Subject Four's
strategy uses. The three interlingual strategies of Borrowing, Foreignizing, and Literal
Translation were used twenty-four percent, eight percent, and twelve percent of the time,
respectively. The intraiingual strategy of Approximation represented twelve percent of all
strategy uses. Self-Repair and Appeals for Assistance, two retrieval strategies, were used
eight percent and twenly-eight percent of the time, respectively. (See Figure 4.36)
Subject Four made use of the interlingual strategies more frequently than any other
strategy type.
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Strategy Use by Grades
This section deals with a discussion of strategy use by grades. and focuses on (i) the
total number of strategies used by each grade , (il) types of strategies and their frequency of
use by each grade. and (iii) the percentage of each strategy used as a proportion of the
total number for that grade. Strategies used by each gradeare shown by means of bar and
pie graphs, which follow each description. A comparison of strategy use by the most
successful students in grades seven. nine, and eleven will also be included in this section,
along with the two questions being investigated in this study: (1) At each level, what is
the frequency of communication strategies used by the most successful adolescent L2
learners? (2) Is the overall pattern of communication strategy use for successful adolescent
L2 learners related to their linguistic competence? If so, how']
CommunicatiQn Strntegjes- Grade Seyen
The six most successful L2 learners in grade seven used a total of sixty-nine
communication strategies in this study. Strategies were used from all types, with the
exception of the reduction strategy, Message Abandonment.
Topic Avoidance strategies were recorded fifteen times in speech samples from this
grade. Imeriingual strategies occurred a total of twenty-five rimes, with Borrowing and
Foreigniaing being used twelve times each, and Literal Translation, once. TIle subjects in
grade seven employed the three intrallngual strategies 00 a total of twenty occasions. with
Word Coinage occurring five times. Approximation, founeen times and Circumlocution.
once. The retrieval strategies of Self-Repair and Appeals for Assistance were employed a
IOta! of nine times by subjects from this level. The speech sample contained four
occurrences of Self-Repair and five of Appeals for Assistance. (See Figure4.37)
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Figure 4.37
CommunlC6~lon Strategies used by Grade7
Incidences 25
of 20
Strategies
TotalStrategies Used:: 69
1}'pes 01'StrategIes
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Figure 4.38 indicates the proponionale use of each strategy. From that figure we see
that grade seven students chose lhe reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance twenty-two
percent of the t.me. They employedj,nerlingual straltgies thirty-five percent of !he rime in
order 10 communicate their messages: Borrowing (seventeen percent), Foreignizing (one
percent). and Literal Translation (seventeen percenn, The imralingual strategy type. which
occurred a IOta.! of twenty-eight percent of the time was distributed as follows: Word
Coinage. seven percent, Approximation, twenty percent, and Circumlocution, one percent.
The retrieval strereges made up for thirteen percent of the strategies used by this group.
with Self-Repair occurring six percent of the time and Appeals for Assistance, seven
percent. The six most successful 1.2 students from grade seven tended to employ
interlingual strategies most frequently. and retrieval strategies least Irequenuy.
Commu nication Str;l!egjes' Grade Nine
The six most successful U learners in grade nine used a total of eighly
communication strategies in this study.
Figure 4.39 shows that this group employed aU types of communication strategies.
with the exception of Circumlocution. Reduction strategies occurred a toW of seven times:
Message Abandonment being used twice and Topic Avoidance, five times. Students at this
level chose lnterlinguel strategies more often than the other types. Borrowing occurred
twenty-seven times, Foreignizing, twelve, and Literal Translation, eight, for a total of forty-
seven interlingual strategy uses. The occurrence of intraIinguai strategies totalled eleven,
with Word Coinage recorded three times and Approximation. eight. Both retrieval
strategies were employed by ibe grade nine students, with Self-Repair noted six.rimes and
Appeals for Assistance. nine.
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Figure 4.39
CommunicationStrategiesusedby Grade9
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The Reduction strategies, Message Abandonment and Topic Avoidance. were employed
a total of 8 .~ percent of the tOlal number of strategies used by this group. Sixty-nine
percent of the strategies recorded at this ievel were from the lnterlingunl type. with
Borrowing representing thirty-four percent, Foreignizing. fifteen percent, and Literal
Translation, ten percent of strategy uses. The intralingual strategies of Word Coinage and
Approximation were used four and ten percent, respectively. Both retrieval strategies were
employed by the grade nine students. with Self-Repair noted 7.~ percent of the time. and
Appeals for Assistance, eleven percent. (See Figure 4.40)
The six most successful U learners from the grade nine level employed the
lnrertingual strategies most frequently, while reduction strategies were employed least
frequently.
Communication SPiteries' G rade Eleyen
The six most successful L2 learners in grade eleven used a total of eighty-nine
communication strategies j ;! this study. The speech samples included examples of each
strategy. with the exception of the reduction strategy of Message Abandonment
The Reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance was noted nine times in the speech
samples from this level. Interlingual strategies were employed a total of thirty-eight times
and were distributed as follows: Borrowing. twenty-five times. Foreignizing, twice. and
Literal Translation, eleven. This group used intralingual strategies on seventeen occasions.
with Word Coinage being observed once, Approximation, fourteen times. lind
Circumlocution. twice. The speech samples of grade eleven subjects contained ten examples of
Self-Repair, and fifteen examples of Appeals for Assistance for a total of twenty-five retrieval
strategies. (See Figure 4.41)
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Communication StrategIes used by Grade11
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Figure 4.42 indicates that Topic Avoidance represents len percent of the total
strategies used. Inrertlngual strategies represented forty-two percent of strategy use. and
was distributedas follows: Borrowing, twenty-eight percent. Foreignizing, two percent. and
Literal Translation, twelve percent Twenty percent of Ihis group's strategies were of the
lntralingual type. with Word Coinage, Approximation, and Circumlocution being noted one,
sixteen, and three percent, respectively. Grade eleven students employed both retrieval
strategies. wilh Self·Repair representing eleven percent, and Appeals for Assistance,
seventeen percent of strategy uses.
The six most successful L2 students at the grade eleven level used the interlingua.l
strategies most frequently. and the reductionstrategies least frequently.
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Comparison of Communjcation Sbjuegy UsC; by Grades Sevcn Nine and Elc;yc;n
A comparison of strategy use by the three grades interviewed, showed that students in
grade cle ver! employed the greatest number of commun ication strategies, while those in
grade seven employed the smallest number. This may suggest that as lin guistic
compete nce increases.strategy use may Iecreese as well.
As Figure 4.43 shows, the three: grades interviewed made use of mere Achievement
than red uction strategies. Grade sevens employed the reduction strategies morn freq uently
than the other two groups. Considering the amount of exposure to the langu age by a grade
seven student, thi s finding may suggest that students with minimal linguistic competence
lenrl to rely more on reduction strategies than on the other strategy types.
II was also found that grade eleven subjects made more use of the retrieval strategies
than those in grade seven or nine. In comparison to students in the other grades they also
used proportionatel y more retrieval strategies Iha.., reduction sea regies. The difference is
particular ly notewonhy when one compares the strategy use of eleventh and seventh grade
students. If. as Paribakht (1986) suggests, a relationship exists betwee n the learners '
linguistic competence and their strategy use. the greater exposure o f Grade eleven subjects
to French may be related 10 their efficiency in correcting their own errors in the language.
This study also found that intralingual strategies of Word. Coinage, Approximation, and
Circumlocution were used less frequently than interlingual strategies by subjec ts at all three
grade levels. In fact, each grade tended to use inlerlingual strategies more frequently Ihan
any other strategy type. The use of intralingual strategies involves a student modifying the
language from wi thin that same language meaning that the student must be capable of
manipula ting the U to get his message across in that code.
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As notedearlier. one groupof students, the grade seven cohort, made more use of the
intralingual strategies; however. as previously mentioned. this may have occurred due to
subject eight, who employed eight inualinguaJ strategies. of the total of 20 used by the
whole clan. This subject could be described as an extrovert and an obvious risk-taker.
who would go 10 great lengths in trying to communicate. Theother Grade seven students
tended 10 employ interlingual strategies most frequently when auempting 10 communicate.
The result showing the interlingual strategies being used mort frequently by the three
grades in this study may suggest that students in the core French program, even at the
grade eleven level, do not have sufficient linguistic competence to manipulate the French
language sufficiently 10 communicate fully in that language. Marrie (1989) found, in her
study of early French immersion students, that the more effective communicators used the
incralingual strategy of Approximation more than the other sualCgieS. but those subjects
were students who encceetered communication problems daily and wen: given opportunity
for practice in using what resources they had in order to deal with lheir communication
problems. In contrast, students in the core French program would have been exposed 10
the language approximately 379 hours (gradeseven), 544 houn (grade nine). and 715 hours
(grade eleven). These numbers are based on the assumption that, on the average, studems
begin their study of French at the gradefour level, and receive four fony-minute periodsof
instruction per week. Considering !his brief contac t with the language, it is not surprising
thai the linguistic competence of the students involved in this study is insufficient 10 enable
them to use predominantlyintraIingual strategies.
Answc!'J 10 Questions Investigated
An analysis of the communication strategies used by subjects in Ibis study show:
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(I) At each level, the imerlingual strategies tended to be used mosr frequently by (he
most successful adolesa:nt U lcamen . Of the three saattgy types in this category,
Borrowingwas employed mcsr frequently. (See Figure4.43)
(2) Communication strategy use seems to be related somewhat to me learner's linguistic
competence. While cross-grade comparisons indicate a number of similarities in
strategy use there is a considerable difference in the number of retrieval strategies
used in grade eleven, when compared to grade seven subjccts, suggesting that. as
linguistic competence increases, students an: more capable of manipulating the
language 10 correct their own errors.
The final chapter will discuss the findings of this study in light of findings from
previous research, some implications of the findings. and Ilnally, some suggestions for
further research in the area of communication scaregles.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION. IMPLlCATIONSAND RECOMMENDAnONS
-This chapter will cover four aspects of the current study. It wiil include a short
summary of the study involving the problem, the methodology and result s obtained.
Secondly, there will be a discussion of the results in light of findings from previous
research in this field. Thirdly , this paper will suggest some implications of the results for
educators involved in L2 teaching, and fourthly, we will propose some recommendatio ns
for further researchin this areawill besuggested.
Summary of the Study
During the past decade we have witnessed a shift in emphasis in L2 teaching. The
focus of L2 methodologies has centred on communicative competence; the goal being the
spontaneous lise of the L2 in real-life situations. While it is still imponant to 'know
about' a language (linguistic competence), the ability 10 be able to ' know how 10 use it'
has become increasingly more important. Students are encouraged to get their message
across using whatever resources they have at their disposal. CS are the means that
students use to solve their communication problems. This study addressed the issue of CS
use by younger students. as most of the research in this field has been carried out with
adult subjects. We auempted 10discover the CS used most frequently by eighteen of the
most successful core French students in grades seven, nine. and eleven from three schools,
and observed whether the pattern of CS use was constant or variable with groups of
learners whose linguistic competence varied.
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This investigation involved a pre-study sample of twenty-four of the most successful
core French students in grades seven, nine, and eleven, from three schools. A speech
sample, obtained by means of an interview format, was elicited from each subject Two
judges rated the samples from highest to lowest, based on the ratings in the mn.ro..J.2OO
OralTesting A Manual for Interviewees (1986), further identifying the six most successful
students in each of these three grades.
The eighteen speech samples were then studied for communication strategy use. The
researcher used the typology of CS, found in Appendix A, as a guide in the analysis. Ten
strategies had already been identified and categorized by previous researchers [Faerch and
Kasper (1983), Corder (1983), Savignon (1983), Tarone (1983), Kramsch (1984), and
Willems (l98?)) . The ten strategies were then categorized into achievement and reduction
strategies, with the former being further subdivided into interlingual, inttal ingual and
retrieval strategies [Faerch and Kasper (1983a) and Willems (1987)]. The CS used by each
subject were analyzed; the results suggest that:
(1) the CS previously identified as being used by older L2 learners were also employed
by students in grades seven, nine and eleven;
(2) achievement strategies were utilized more frequently than reduction strategies by the
three levels;
(3) interlingual strategies were the most frequently used strategies, with Borrowing being
the most frequently used imerlingual Slr'alegy;
(4) eleventh grade students employed the greatest number of strategies of the three
groups; they also used the greatest number of retrieval strategies.
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(5) in comparison to stUdents in grades seven and nine. ele venth grade students used
proportionately man: str.inegicJ then reduction mategics; the difference was panic:u1arly
nocewonhy wben comparing the pattern of Stt2.tegy U5Cby eleventh aDdseventh grade
students.
Discunion of ResylLS
As previously mentioned. most of the research done with CS has been carried ou t
with adults, but it is interesting 10note that younger12 learners ~ capable of employing
the same kinds of CS when faced. with communication 'gtps' . In this study the younger
subjects tended ro use smtegtes most frequently from the Ll-based type. Paribakht (1982)
found that adults tend to abandon the Ll-based communication strategies as they progress
in the target language. Research has shown that adults seem to enter the L2 learning
situation with a fairly well-developed strategic competence which appears 10 have
developed in the adults LI with their increased language experience, while children, with
developing cognitive smcrures and limi ted linguistic knowkdg e, are unlikely 10 have the
same level of strategic ccnpeerce as adults. BialystOk (1979) agrees that learners with
greater formal ability in the target language, or mere ex perience in employing CS. may be
more likely to use Lz -based strategies. Marrie's (1989 ) Slud y of speech samples from
early French immersion nudents found that grade three immersion smdenu employed L2-
based strategies more fltquently than Ll -based slrlnegics. This concurs with Bialystok' s
conclusion that students who are given more experience in employing CS, may be more
likely to use 12 strategy types. Tarone (1984) also suggests that we would expect foreign
language learners who are given practise in dealing wilh communication problems, ;:0
develop the resources needed 10 use Circumlocution and Approximation (lntralingutll
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Stnl.tegies). From this study it would appearthat even at a gradeeleven level, srudenudo
not have sufficient formal control over the target language and/or enough expo sure to
communicative situatio ns to be sufficiently skille d to select more Lz-based strategies in
their communication .
In this study it was show n lIlat students in grade eleven used a greater nu mber of
strategies than those in grades seven and nine, and utilized thc grea test num ber of retrieval
strategies. Paribakht (1982) also found that learners seem to abandon or adopt certain CS.
and, as well, alter their proportional use of certain strategies as the y beco me more e fficient
in the targetlangua ge.
As noted previously, the intralingual strategies were used mos t frequen tly by students
in grade seven, but a po ssible explanation by referen ce to this was given for Subject Eight,
who probably skewed the result s for this group. Had this subject 's score reflec ted more
the norm for her group. the grade eleven s would have made mo st use of the intralin gual
strategies, which is what might be expected.
The results also shewed that all students used more achievement , than reduction
strategies. It might have been expected that the grade sev en group would have employed
more of the reduction- type stra tegies, giv en their limited linguistic knowledge. The fac t
that this was not the ca se, may be a reflection of the recent change in approach to the
teaching of French , where studen ts are encouraged to take risks, andare actively involved
in situa tions where the L2 is used as a vehicl e for communication. A study done by
Piranian (1979) with a group of American Univers ity stude nts study ing Russian in a formal
FL classroom, revealed that her students used far fewer different types of CS th an were
found in any o f the prev ious studies 10 that date . The students in the gro up also seemed
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to rely to I very great extent on reduction strategies. The author concluded that the focus
of lhe method may, the refore, have an effect o n a student's choice of achievement or
reduction scaregtes.
Implicati ons of the Find in gs
The findings from th is study have certain im plications for educ ators w ho work in the
fieldof second language education.
(I) Students at the intermediate and senior high levels are capable of using strategies that
adults use, to bridge the gap in co mmunicati on. Th e teacher, in a communicative
syllabus, may need to m~h~ the learner aware of CS, since it is possible that learners
can be guided to gre atercommunicative success through snategtes.
(2) The use of CS facilitate the learner in getting his me ssage across. Strategy te aching
may be a useful supplement in providing th e learne r with '1001s' which could be
readily available whe n a communication gap oc curs.
(3) Since the grade eleven subjects were still employ ing intc rlingual scaegies more
frequ ently than the i ntralingual ones, we may need to be a li ttle more realistic as to
their capabilities, given the amount of exposure they have had to theFrench language.
(4) With theemphasis on ora.I language use in Core Frenc h, it may beusef ul for po tential
French teachers in training to be exposed to the value of CS in achieving this
objective of oral profici ency.
(5) A thorough knowledge of existing CS, as part of the communicative approa ch, is
recommended. so that potential L2 teachers may be better equipped to help their
students in d eveloping communicative competence.
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Recommendations for Furth er Research
Althoughresearchers have begun to investigate L2 learners' s trategie competence and
its role in lIle communication proces, much work remains to be done in this area.
Suggestions for further research include:
(1) A study that would investigate the relationship between learner variablesand learners'
preference for strategies,
(2) A study of learners' strategy usc for different tasks,
(3) Funher studi es of this type with other teachers to determine to what extern the
findings of th is study would be replicated.
(4) A similar study involving a larger sample. with more generalizableresults.
(5) A comparison study of strategy use by the 'most successful' L2 students and the 'feast
successful' L2 students in core French, and
(6) A follow-up study using the same subjects in this study to determine if there is a
change in their nra tegy use over time.
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APPENDIX A
110
Pzpposcd Typology of Communication StrJt egjes
(Developed by the Researcher)
I. Reduction Strategies:
II. Achievement Strategies
111
APPENDlX B
112
Description of Proposed Typology of Communjcation Sttategjcs
t. Reduction Stnltcgjes
Strategies a learner uses to reduce his communicative goal in order to avoid a
problem.
A. Message Abandonment
The learner SlOpSin mid-utterance when she feels she cannot continue.
Example: "L'h omme etait .•.~
B. Topic Avoidance
The leamer simple refuses to talk.
Example: "Je ne sais pas."
"J'ai oublie."
Strategies a learner uses 10 solve communication problems by expanding her
communicative resources.
A. !nI<rlingJW (Use of Ll)
(i) B21Im!dDi
The learner uses a native language word with a L1 pronunciation.
Example: "ll a mange des ~,"
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(ii)~
The learner uses a word from the Ll (mother tongue) with L2
pronunciation.
Example: "/garb~jI fcom Ll ' garbage '."
(iii) J itera! Transl ation
The learner translates word for word from the native language.
Example: "Je suis douze. "
"Place de feu." (fmplace )
B. 1nlraIin<lllll (Use of L2)
O)~
The learner makes up a new word in order to communicate a desired
concept,
Example: "airball" for "balloon".
"heurot" for "clock".
(ii)~
The learner uses a target language vocabulary item or structure which
he knows is not correct, but shares enough semantic features with what is
needed to satisfy the listener.
Example: "L:ini.mil est dans la rue." (for "Ia vache")
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(iii)=-
The learner describes the characteristics of elements of the object
instead of using the appropriate language item. II may include:
(a) physical properties
- size
• shape
• colour
-m aterial
(b) specific features
(e) functional description
(d) locational features
Example: "C'est un fruit rouge." (for "apple")
"C'est metal et on mange avec." (for "Ie cauteau")
C. Retrieval Strategies
The leamer needs some lime to retrieve a tenn or structure which she knows is
there but which is not easily available to her.
(i)~
Setting up a new speech plan when the original one fails.
Example: "Quand je suis arrive l ie ... a mon auto, ..."
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(ii) Appeals for Assistance
Asking for the correct term.
Example: "what is __ in French1~
"Is that correct?" (Asking is word is correc t)
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APPENDIX C
117
Charac~ristics of the Proficiency Levelsas Qetennined in the
Manual (or Oral Tuting in Frend 32(}{)
The studentis able to operate only in a very limited capacitywithin very predictable
areasof need.
(i) Vocabulary is limited to thai necessary (a) to expressbasic courtesyformulae ,
(b) to identifycomponents in such areas as: basic objects.colours.clothing,
numbers, weather,time.etc.
(ii) Syntax is fragmented (endinJ;:s omitted. isolatedwords,short phrases).
(iii) Frequent long pauses.
(iv) Repetition of interlocutor's wordsis often necessary.
The studentis able to satisfy immediate needsusing learnedutterances.
(i) No real autonomy of expression.
(ii) Slightincreasein utterance length,but frequentlong pausesstill occur.
(iii) Can handle with confidence vocabulary related 10 most of the following
subjectareas: basic objects,colours,clothing.numbers, family members. food.
months, time. weather. etc.
(iv) Cannotsustainperformance that demonstrates ability to create with language.
(v) Unable10make needs known.
(vi) Some concept of present tense formsof verbs, but usage limited primarily to
fltStperson singularand first and secondperson plural.
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(vii) Mistakes are numerous.
The student is able 10 show some spontaneity in language production and to initiate
and sustain simple dialogue.
,<i) Vocabulary is sufficient to go beyond basic survival needs.
(ii) Can usc language creatively.
(iii) Can maintain simple face-to-face conversation.
(iv) Can talk simply about autobiographical details. leisure time activities, and
daily schedule.
(v) Some grammatical accuracy in basic constructions. i.e., subject-verb agreement,
noun adjective and gender agreement for familiar vocabulary.
(vi) Concept of past time but can only use isolated past tense fonns.
(vii) Syntax is generally correct.
L=L4
The student is able to show considerable spontaneity in language production and to
initiate and sustain general conversation.
(i) The student can use language creatively to initiate and sustain routine
conversation but accuracy may be uneven.
(ii) Is able to produce some narration in past. present. and/or future time. but
cannot sustain performance at this level.
(iii) Can use most question fonns.
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(iv) Some contro l of past tense forms and basic reflexive verbs.
(v) May be able to use some directand indim;l objecc pronouns.
LmLl
The stUdcnl is ablc to satisfy routine wod or school rcquilt:ments and to communicate
in a limited manner on concrete topics relating 10 particu lar interests and special fields of
competence.
(i) Has a speaking vocabulary sufficient 10 respond with circ umlocutions on
concrete topics relating to particular interests and specia l fields of co mpetence.
(ii) Can narrate , describe, and explain in present, past, and future limes although
errorsstill OCCDr.
(iii ) Canexplain points of view.
(iv) Canmake factual comparison s.
(v) Speaking perform ance shows high dc~ of flucncy andease of speech.
(vi) Is able to use the paritivc. demonstrative adjectives, most expressions of
quanUl)', most adverbs, and some idiomatic expression.
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mE ELICITATION TASK
Interview: Mii....EamilI.t
~: Bonjour•.. Ca va? ... Aujourd'hui nous allonsparler de ta famille.
A. I&S Pepmnnes dans 13 Famille
Descris ta famille pour moi.
(Grade eleven)
Combien de personnes y a-t-it dans ta famille?
Est-ce que tu as un trere? ... une soeur1
Quel age a ton frere? ... ta soeur1
Decris ton frere(ta soeur).
Bst-ce que ton pere (ta mere) travallle at'exrerieurde la maison?
Decris son travail.
Qu'est-ce que ta mere (Ion perc) fait dans la maison?
Bst-ce que tu peuxdecrire Ion pere? (ta mere?)
B. !dl...Mlli.Ion
au est-ce que tu habites?
Est-ce que tu aimes ... (town)? Pourquoi?
Decris ta maison pour mol.
Est-ce que tu peux decrire ta chambre?
Qu'est-ee que IIIfais dans ta chambre?
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C, I&s A ctiyjtes de la Famjlle
Bst-ce que to aides ta mere avec Ie menage?
Tu aimes preparer les rcpas? QueUe sore de chases?
Apres Ie souper, dis-mol trois chases que to aimes fa:.-e.
Apres l'eccle qu'est-ce que ..• IUvas faiJc? (grade eleven) ,.• tu fais?
Qu'est-ce Que to fais comme passe-temps?
Decr lston programme favori a la ttlt.
Ou'esr-ce que tu aimes faile pendant Ie weekend? (avec res parents ... tes amis?)
Qu'e st-ce que tu as fait pendant Ie weekendpasse? (grade eleven)
Pendant les vacances en etc, qu'esr-ce que to fais?
Qu'est-ce que ru vas fairecet et6? (grade eleve n)
Bst-ce que tu aimes voyager? Pourquoi?
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